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The Classroom and Individual Teaching Methods of Bill Douglas

Bill Douglas (b. 1944) has been active as a bassoonist, pianist, and composer for fifty
years. He taught bassoon at the California Institute of the Arts from 1970 to 1977 and founded
the music program at the Naropa Institute in 1978. Douglas’s teaching philosophy incorporates
his Buddhist practice as well as his deep love of listening to music. This paper will discuss
Douglas’s one-on-one bassoon teaching style as well as his classroom teaching and educational
compositions such as the Vocal Rhythm Etudes. Douglas’s teaching methods combine the oral
tradition of other cultures and the Buddhist concept of “nowness,” meaning presence in the
moment. He retired from Naropa University in 2010 after 40 years of teaching.
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I.

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION
Bill Douglas was born in London, Ontario, Canada on November 7, 1944. He taught

himself to play ukulele and guitar at age seven, and he and his brothers formed a band, playing
songs by Elvis and Little Richard. In high school, Douglas began playing bassoon and became
very interested in both classical and jazz music. He earned an Associate of the Royal
Conservatory of Toronto diploma in classical piano at seventeen.1 In 1962, he began a Bachelor
of Music Education degree at the University of Toronto, studying with Nicholas Kilburn, the
principal bassoon of the Toronto Symphony. Douglas was continuously interested in jazz and
popular music; his jazz heroes were Bill Evans, John Coltrane, and Miles Davis. His university
studies broadened his interest in 20th century classical music; studying the works of the Second
Viennese School. Douglas performed with the Toronto Symphony on works requiring a fourth
bassoon, in addition to playing jazz piano gigs on weekends.2
Douglas continued his studies at Yale University. He earned a Master of Music degree in
bassoon performance in 1968, studying with oboist Robert Bloom and bassoonist Eli Carmen,
followed by a Master of Music degree in composition in 1969. While at Yale, he was invited to
play three concertos with the Toronto Symphony, in addition to performing the Mozart Bassoon
Concerto with the Yale orchestra. During his last year at Yale, Douglas studied composition with
jazz pianist and composer Mel Powell. In 1969 Powell was chosen as the Dean for the new
California Institute of the Arts, and he asked Douglas to teach bassoon when the school opened

1

Bill Douglas, For Love of Music, (https://billdouglasmusic.files.wordpress.com/2019/07/for-love-of-musicabridged-1.pdf), 6.
2
Ibid, 8.
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in 1970. In the meantime, Douglas accepted a Canada Council grant to study composition in
London, England for nine months beginning in the fall of 1969.3
While in London, Douglas met and became a student of Sangharakshita, his first
Buddhist teacher, and dedicated the rest of his time in England to musical and spiritual
development. Douglas returned to the U.S. and taught bassoon and other music classes at the
California Institute of the Arts (CalArts) from 1970 to 1977. In 1972, Douglas became a student
of the Buddhist teacher Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche. When Trungpa founded the Naropa
Institute in Boulder, Colorado in 1974, Douglas attended the first summer session. In 1977,
Douglas moved to Boulder to start the music program at Naropa. 4 Several of Douglas’s bassoon
students from CalArts followed him to Boulder and together they formed the Boulder Bassoon
Band.
Douglas’s decades-long collaboration with clarinetist Richard Stoltzman began in 1971
when they were both teaching at CalArts. The duo toured extensively, performing standard
clarinet repertoire as well as Douglas’s compositions and arrangements. Some highlights include
performances at the Edinburgh Festival in 1981, Alice Tully Hall in New York City, and on the
Johnny Carson Show in Los Angeles in 1983. In 1976, Douglas played bassoon on three
recordings with Peter Serkin and the Tashi Quartet: the Beethoven Quintet for Piano and Winds,
the Mozart Quintet for Piano and Winds, and Stravinsky’s Septet. Douglas was featured as a
composer, pianist, and bassoonist on two classical crossover albums with Stoltzman for RCA
records: Begin Sweet World (1986) and New York Counterpoint (1990).

3
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After hearing Begin Sweet World, Stephen Hill, producer of the popular NPR show
“Music from the Hearts of Space,” asked Douglas to make a record for his Hearts of Space
record label. Beginning with Jewel Lake in 1988, Douglas’s collaboration with Hearts and Space
has led to twelve best-selling albums. Douglas plays synthesizer, piano, and bassoon on the
albums, which feature his distinctive mix of eclectic styles, drawing from jazz, Renaissance
vocal music, and Celtic music, among others. Jewel Lake became incredibly popular in Spain,
leading to a national tour in 1990, where Douglas was joined by his first CalArts bassoon student
John Steinmetz and Geoff Johns, the percussion instructor at Naropa Institute.5
As CD sales declined, Douglas turned to a new career built on commissions from
classical musicians. Since 2005, Douglas has completed fourteen group commission projects,
eleven of which feature the bassoon. He has published 26 solo and chamber works for bassoon,
as well as three volumes of lyrical pieces arranged from his albums. Douglas retired from Naropa
in 2010 after forty years of teaching, allowing more time for composing, listening, reading, and
Buddhist study. In recent years, he stopped taking on commission projects to allow more
freedom in his composition and alleviate outside pressure. Douglas released his latest Hearts of
Space album, Quiet Moon, in 2019. He often performs on piano, including playing his own
compositions for student recitals at the University of Colorado-Boulder. At the time of this
writing, Douglas is working on his latest piece for double reeds, a third trio for oboe, bassoon
and piano to be premiered at the 2021 IDRS conference in Boulder.

5
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II.

TEACHING PHILOSOPHY
Douglas’s approach to teaching music is primarily based on his deep love of music and

his love of sharing music with people. For his students, he aims to inspire a love of music and a
disciplined approach to practicing music that will come from within, rather than relying on
extrinsic motivations.6 He relates his Buddhist practice to his teaching and tries to inspire an
appreciation of the value and joy of nowness, not only in music but in life.
In his memoir, Douglas writes at length about his Buddhist practice and how it impacts
his music and teaching. He learned the practice of meditation from his first Buddhist teacher
Sangharakshita; the most basic technique is to lightly focus on the outgoing and ingoing breath
in order to train the mind to be aware of the present moment. In the 1970s, Douglas attended
Buddhist retreats in the summers, meditating for ten or more hours a day. Douglas describes
meditation in his memoir:
Meditation is training the mind to be present – watching thoughts and feelings arise and
cease, noticing habitual patterns, allowing space in the mind where one can be less caught
up by thoughts and emotions, where one can see them as passing clouds in the sky of
mind. This lessens our tendency to react impulsively and habitually to stimuli, and it
brings peace of mind and a deep sense of well-being.7

In 1972, while teaching at the California Institute of the Arts, Douglas went to hear a talk
given by Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche in Los Angeles. Trungpa was a renowned Tibetan
Buddhist scholar, educated at Oxford University, and was influential in spreading Buddhism to
the west. In the summer of 1972, Douglas attended Trungpa’s seminar at the Rocky Mountain
Ronald Klimko, “An Interview with Bill Douglas: February 6, 1991, in Boulder, Colorado,”
The Double Reed 15, No. 1 (1991): 51, accessed May 29, 2020,
https://www.idrs.org/publications/46-the-double-reed-1992-15-1/.
7
Bill Douglas, For Love of Music (https://billdouglasmusic.files.wordpress.com/2019/07/forlove-of-music-abridged-1.pdf, 2019), 26.
6
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Dharma Center. Trungpa founded the Naropa Institute in Boulder in 1974, aiming to create a
place where students could study religions, writing, psychology, science, and the arts while also
receiving contemplative and meditation training. 8 In 1976, Douglas began the first step of
entering the Mahayana path in Buddhism and took his Bodhisattva vow, a vow to attain
enlightenment for the sake of all sentient beings.9 Douglas describes it as a vow to help others to
the best of one’s abilities.
After returning to the United States, Douglas sought to align his Buddhist practice with
his music practice. He writes in his memoir:
The foundation of Buddhist practice is the development of awareness of the present
moment – awareness of one’s sense perceptions, one’s thoughts and feelings, one’s body,
and other people. Doing so can result in a mind that is clear and calm, and it can increase
appreciation of the world and compassion for others. Music practice doesn’t go as far, but
it is also concerned with developing precise awareness of the present moment.10

Douglas finds the experience of nowness very important to both Buddhism and music.
His teaching emphasizes synchronizing body and mind and being present with your instrument.
He relates the expressive power of music with the intention to help others that is cultivated in
Mahayana Buddhism. “You can play a concert and touch people in their hearts – beyond their
conceptual, habitual patterns; you can move and inspire them.”11

“Founding Vision,” Naropa University, accessed May 30, 2020. https://www.naropa.edu/aboutnaropa/founding-vision.php
9
John Bowker. “Bodhisattva vow,” in The Concise Oxford Dictionary of World Religions
(London: Oxford University Press, 2000), accessed July 8, 2020. https://www-oxfordreferencecom.colorado.idm.oclc.org/view/10.1093/acref/9780192800947.001.0001/acref9780192800947-e-1134.
10
Bill Douglas, For Love of Music (https://billdouglasmusic.files.wordpress.com/2019/07/forlove-of-music-abridged-1.pdf, 2019), 21
11
Douglas, 21
8
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Douglas shares his presence and sense of fun in his classes, and his enthusiasm is
infectious. He tries to give the students in every class a very positive and inspirational musical
experience that is fun and actually kindles their love for music. He often hosted parties for his
Naropa students where they drank beer and listened to music. This sense of joy permeates
Douglas’s teaching, collaborations, compositions, and recordings.
One main focus of Douglas’s classroom and individual teaching is encouraging students
to listen deeply and precisely to music. In his memoir, Douglas identifies the most influential
music teacher in his life as Tim Sullivan, his camp counselor at the Tally Ho Music Camp at age
14. Sullivan taught Douglas to listen precisely to music, to hear subtleties of rhythm, intonation,
phrasing, and tone color. Sullivan instilled in Douglas the idea that the most important thing you
can do as a music student is listen repeatedly to the greatest music you can find - the greatest
composers, performers, and improvisers - and absorb this music into your consciousness. This
began Douglas’s life-long project to collect recordings of the great composers and jazz
improvisers. 12
Douglas’s memoir is interspersed with mentions of hundreds of influential albums from
different periods of his life, from such diverse musicians as Miles Davis, Josquin des Prez, Ali
Akbar Khan, Joni Mitchell, and Elliott Carter. His student John Steinmetz described Douglas’s
eclectic musical tastes in an interview: “He loves music so deeply, and he’s not concerned about
the boundaries between different styles. He was the first person I met who was really a global

12
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musician, who was listening to music from everywhere… anything that came his way that
seemed to him to be beautiful, he would just immerse himself in.”13
Douglas loves sharing music with other people; as a student at the University of Toronto
and Yale, he would invite his friends over to listen to records. When he lived in the Cal Arts
dorm, he would host listening sessions in his room. Richard Stoltzman described the experience
in a recent podcast: “Bill was the man who made me listen to things like Elliot Carter and
Thelonious Monk, John Coltrane and Bach... as all essential. All not only worthwhile, but all
necessary to stay alive to be in yourself.”14 Dan Young, a later student of Douglas and member
of the Boulder Bassoon Band, said that such listening sessions opened his ears in all directions.15
Douglas still loves to listen to music for at least two hours every evening and is
constantly searching for new, beautiful music. At the end of his memoir he includes a list of
recordings that he has listened to for decades and continues to find inspirational; the artists
include William Byrd, Bill Evans, John Coltrane, Brahms, Chick Corea, J.S. Bach, and many
more. At the time of this writing, Douglas is enjoying the rhythms in the Broadway show
Hamilton.

13

John Steinmetz, interview with author, June 9, 2020
Tigran Arakelyan, host, “Ep. 113: Richard Stoltzman, ‘A Classical Superstar,’ – NY Times.”
Let’s Talk Off the Podium (podcast), July 5, 2020, accessed July 6, 2020,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9yIdcdwxgeE.
15
Dan Young, email message to author, June 18, 2020.
14
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III.

CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF THE ARTS: 1970 TO 1977
The California Institute of the Arts was conceived by Walt Disney in the 1960s: a

multidisciplinary community of the arts built around the experience of working artists, where
artists of different creative disciplines merge and collaborate to spark new ideas. CalArts opened
in 1970, offering programs in art, design, film, music, theater, and dance. The new school
became a hotbed of artistic originality, embracing the counterculture of the 1960s.16 Douglas was
hired as the bassoon teacher, and the first year, he only had two students. In his memoir, Douglas
recalls the chaos of the first year at the temporary campus in a nun’s convent, with rampant drug
use and nudity.17
John Steinmetz was a student in that first year and remembers the lack of structure. The
original concept was for the teachers to teach what they wanted to teach and the students to seek
out what they wanted to learn, without any real curriculum in place. The whole institute was
focused on the arts that are happening now, as opposed to the arts of the past. Music students
were immersed in the contemporary work of both serialist and minimalist composers. Steinmetz
describes the students’ wacky enthusiasm for everything from Webern to gamelan. World music
was especially prominent at Cal Arts, and although it wasn’t organized into a curriculum,
Steinmetz believes the school had the best rhythmic training in the country. Students could study
rhythm from different cultures and styles: Ghanaian music with polyrhythm and bell patterns,
Indian music with its vocal rhythm practice of solkattu, complex serialist music, and the intricate
phased rhythm of minimalist music.18

“Institute: History” accessed July 9, 2020, https://calarts.edu/about/institute/history
Bill Douglas, For Love of Music (https://billdouglasmusic.files.wordpress.com/2019/07/forlove-of-music-abridged-1.pdf), 19.
16
17

18

John Steinmetz, phone interview with author, June 9, 2020
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Beginning in his second year at CalArts, Douglas taught a “contemporary musicianship”
class, in which he developed the basic structure of his music classes for the next forty years. A
key aspect of these classes was Douglas’s rock etudes, progressively difficult rhythmic exercises
influenced by different styles of music. The first four rock etudes were piano solos and the fifth
was a bassoon quartet. Rock Etude #6 was the first to use vocalized rhythm without specific
pitches, inspired by an Indian vocal rhythm practice called solkattu, which uses vocal sounds to
imitate the different sounds of Indian drums. With the rock etudes, Douglas uses vocal sounds
that imitate the sounds of the Western drum set.19 Douglas published these as a set of Vocal
Rhythm Etudes – Rock Etude #16 was the easiest and became Vocal Rhythm Etude No. 1,
shown in Figure 3.1.
In Douglas’s last year at Cal Arts, he formed a “Rock Etude Supergroup” with his best
rhythm students, including Steinmetz. The group memorized all the vocal rhythm etudes and
performed them as an opera. There was no overall plot, but they created dramatic vignettes and
performed new arrangements of different rock etudes. Since Stravinsky’s opera The Rake’s
Progress was playing at the same time in the CalArts opera theatre, they named their opera The
Rock’s Progress.
In addition to the rock etudes, Douglas wrote Bebop Etudes (written-out improvisations
over jazz standards), Latin, Brazilian, Funk, and Blues Etudes. Douglas also wrote simple tonal
and modal lyrical pieces to help his students develop a lyrical, sustained, expressive singing style
and to give them ideas for improvising in various modes, styles, and chord progressions. Many

19
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of these tunes became part of Douglas’s Hearts of Space albums, including Tara, Morning Song,
and Begin Sweet World.

Figure 3.1 Vocal Rhythm Etude #1 (formerly Rock Etude #16)

11
Douglas began each class with a rhythmic imitation exercise; he would sing a one-bar
rhythmic pattern and the class would sing it back, with progressively difficult patterns. This
exercise would wake up the students and pull them to “the needlepoint of nowness,” a phrase
Douglas often uses to describe presence in the moment. The class learned music from many
different cultures, analyzing Bach chorales alongside Indian ragas. Other classes Douglas taught
at CalArts include “Music and Feelings,” exploring the emotions associated with intervals and
scales, and “Jazz and Rock,” analyzing the great jazz-rock fusion albums of the period.
In Douglas’s seven years of teaching at CalArts, he had seven bassoon students, five of
whom went on to become prominent bassoonists in California, shown in Table 3.1.
Steve Braunstein

Contrabassoon, Toronto Symphony (1979-1989), San Francisco Symphony (1989present)20
Leslie Lashinsky
Contrabassoon, Long Beach Symphony, Fine Arts Faculty, Pepperdine University,
studio musician.21
Kenneth Munday
Principal Bassoon, Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra (1976-present)22
Eric Neufeld
Post-Production Engineer, Walt Disney Studios23
Bruce Orr
Freelance Bassoonist, Registered Piano Technician, Boulder, CO24
Andy Radford
Principal Bassoon, Santa Barbara Symphony (1989-present), California Philharmonic,
Lecturer, University of California Santa Barbara25
John Steinmetz
Freelance bassoonist in Los Angeles, Lecturer, University of California Los Angeles26
Table 3.1 Douglas’s Bassoon Students at CalArts 1970 to 1977

Douglas was an unusual bassoon teacher in many ways. He was not particularly
interested in the orchestral world or the idiosyncrasies of the bassoon and reed-making; he
“Steven Braunstein,” accessed July 9, 2020, https://sfcm.edu/faculty/steven-braunstein.
“Leslie Lashinsky,” accessed Julu 9, 2020, https://seaver.pepperdine.edu/finearts/undergraduate/music/faculty/lashinsky.htm.
22
“Kenneth Munday,” accessed July 9, 2020, https://www.laco.org/people/kenneth-munday/.
23
“Past Featured Members, Eric Neufeld – Engineer,” July 2012, accessed July 9, 2020,
https://www.editorsguild.com/About/What-Do-Our-Members-Do/Past-FeaturedMembers/ArticleID/196/ERIC-NEUFELD-ENGINEER.
24
“Bruce Orr Piano Service,” accessed July 9, 2020, http://www.bruceorrpiano.com/.
25
“Andy Radford,” accessed July 9, 2020, https://www.music.ucsb.edu/people/andy-radford.
26
“John Steinmetz,” accessed July 9, 2020, https://schoolofmusic.ucla.edu/people/johnsteinmetz/.
20
21
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focused on the music more than the technique of playing instrument. Steve Braunstein best sums
up the experience of studying bassoon with Douglas: “Bill didn’t really teach bassoon, he taught
music.”27 Douglas typically taught from the piano, playing the accompaniment parts for
whatever repertoire the students were learning, often singing from the piano to make a point.28
John Steinmetz recalls that in lessons where he was not particularly well-prepared,
Douglas would pull out new tunes that he was composing, and together they would sight-read
and improvise in the scale or mode of the piece. Unlike American bassoon pedagogues Norman
Herzberg and David van Hoesen, Douglas didn’t assign rigorous scale exercises or etudes.
Students could bring in etudes if they wanted, but Douglas preferred to teach solo repertoire. As
Braunstein explained, “It didn’t matter what we were playing – a Vivaldi concerto, the Weber
Hungarian Fantasy, one of Bill’s pieces – learning to make a meaningful musical line was the
most important thing.”
See Appendix A for unpublished bassoon pieces that Douglas used in lessons at CalArts.
Douglas encouraged his bassoon students to listen to as much inspired singing and
playing as possible and internalize it. Dan Young remembers Douglas saying often in lessons,
“You can’t play anything more beautifully than you can hear it.” As a young player, Douglas
played along with recordings of bassoonists Leonard Sharrow and Bernard Garfield, learning to
imitate their phrasing.29 In bassoon lessons, Douglas would play recordings of German baritone
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau as examples of phrasing and tone coloration. Douglas’s students

27

Steven Braunstein, email message to author, May 14, 2020.
Bill Douglas, telephone interview with author, July 3, 2020.
29
Ronald Klimko, “An Interview with Bill Douglas: February 6, 1991, in Boulder, Colorado,”
The Double Reed 15, No. 1 (1991): 49, accessed May 29, 2020,
https://www.idrs.org/publications/46-the-double-reed-1992-15-1/.
28
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learned to think of the bassoon as a tool for making music, rather than as a tool for making only
bassoon music.30
Douglas did not teach reedmaking in much detail, typically a major part of the
undergraduate curriculum. Douglas says that reeds were one of the biggest sources of pain in his
life.31 Douglas bought reeds from the master reedmaker Lou Skinner. He traveled to Maine once
for a weekend of lessons, trying reeds out of Skinner’s hundreds of models to find the one that
worked best. Several of Douglas’s students studied with Skinner in the summers, including
Steinmetz, Braunstein and Munday. Steinmetz wrote about the experience, “These lessons were
my first contact with somebody who had an explanation for how a bassoon reed worked… Lou
Skinner introduced me to the idea that reedmaking could be less like voodoo and more like
science.”32 After Skinner died in 1993, Douglas bought reeds from Norbert Nielubowski of the
St. Paul Chamber Orchestra, one of Skinner’s students.
In lessons, Douglas frequently emphasized the concept of “kinetic forces” in music,
terminology that his teacher Mel Powell borrowed from physics. Kinetic Force 1 (KF1) is
defined as the movement towards a goal, while Kinetic Force 2 (KF2) is the goal itself. These
terms are a way of defining the momentum of tension and resolution in music. A temporary goal
(KF2) can transform into new forward motion (KF1). Douglas uses the Prelude No. 1 in C major
from JS Bach’s Well Tempered Clavier as an example of this transformation, with elided
cadences (KF2) that transform into new forward motion (KF1), shown in Figure 3.2.

30

John Steinmetz, telephone interview with author, June 9, 2020
Bill Douglas, For Love of Music (https://billdouglasmusic.files.wordpress.com/2019/07/forlove-of-music-abridged-1.pdf, 2019), 10.
32
John Steinmetz, More Rememberances of Lou Skinner, The Double Reed 17 no 2 1994, 7475, accessed July 3, 2020. https://www.idrs.org/publications/53-the-double-reed-1994-17-2/
31
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Figure 3.2 Kinetic Force 1 and 2 in Bach’s Prelude No. 1, mm 18-2033

Douglas has many practice suggestions for students, and the most important concept is
relaxed, slow practice. He recommends beginning each practice session with long tones to “get
inside the sound,” as Marcel Moyse told him during coachings with the Tashi Quartet. 34He
emphasizes awareness of tension in the body and mind as tempo increases, only increasing
tempo when tension disappears. He also recommends practicing away from the instrument,
internally singing through the music, and using imagination to work on technique. He developed
this idea in preparation for his graduate bassoon recital, which he describes as the high point of
his life as a bassoonist. “I solved a lot of technical problems this way, keeping my hands
perfectly still, but working out the fingering difficulties with my mind.”35 Douglas believes that
technique follows naturally from expression, and he encourages internal singing to find that
expressivity.
In a 1991 interview for The Double Reed, Douglas had recommendations for aspiring
young bassoonists that still ring true almost thirty years later:

J.S. Bach, “Prelude No. 1,” in Well Tempered Clavier: Book 1, ed. Carl Caerny, 5. New York:
G Schirmer, 1893.
34
Douglas, 47.
35
Bill Douglas, For Love of Music (https://billdouglasmusic.files.wordpress.com/2019/07/forlove-of-music-abridged-1.pdf, 2019), 10.
33
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Well with the orchestra situation the way it is in this country, with many orchestras
fading, it’s becoming more and more difficult to really get established as an orchestra
musician. There’s no doubt about it – it’s just harder and harder. So I would recommend
to the aspiring bassoonist that they try to master the bassoon and the bassoon repertoire
but that they try to expand from there, because I think we are going beyond the basic
classical repertoire that’s been the meat and potatoes of the orchestras for the last
centuries. I recommend that they try to broaden their musical education to include
contemporary jazz and some of the other types of music.36

In his last two years at CalArts, Douglas formed the Val Verde Bassoon Sextet with his
students. He wrote many pieces for the ensemble, as well as arrangements of Bach chorales and
renaissance choral music. When Douglas moved to Boulder to start the music program at Naropa
Institute, several of his students followed to start the Boulder Bassoon Band: Bruce Orr, Dan
Young and Jim Cochrane.37 John Steinmetz and Steve Braunstein joined the band in the
summers when they played in the Colorado Music Festival in Boulder.
The band was most active in the 1980s, playing in Boulder clubs, for weddings, and for
ballroom dances (ballroom dancing was very popular in the Boulder Buddhist community at the
time). Highlights of the band’s performances include a sold-out concert in Denver sponsored by
the radio station KCFR, three concerts for thousands at the Denver Botanical Gardens, and a
concert for the 1985 International Double Reed Society conference in Boulder, which can be
heard on YouTube. John Steinmetz was the emcee of these big concerts, narrating with a dry
humor, often saying “this is as close as bassoonists get to becoming rock stars.”38 The band

Ronald Klimko, “An Interview with Bill Douglas: February 6, 1991, in Boulder, Colorado,”
The Double Reed 15, No. 1 (1991): 51, accessed May 29, 2020,
https://www.idrs.org/publications/46-the-double-reed-1992-15-1/.
37
Young and Cochrane were not CalArts students; they were Los Angeles natives that came to
hear Val Verde Bassoon Sextet concerts and later took lessons with Douglas in Boulder.
38
Bruce Orr, telephone interview with author, June 10, 2020.
36
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recorded one cassette album, The Boulder Bassoon Band’s Greatest Hits, and played its last
concerts in the summer of 1991.
See Appendix B for Boulder Bassoon Band Memorabilia.
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IV. NAROPA INSTITUTE: 1978 TO 2010

Douglas moved to Boulder and started attending Naropa Institute faculty meetings in Fall
1977, and he taught his first classes during the 1978 summer program. In the first session he
taught a class called ‘Opening to Music,’ in which he tried to open students to the power of
music. Douglas used conducting and lip-synching exercises to encourage students to feel and be
completely present with the music. In the second session he taught a music theory course, using
mostly examples from popular music like the Beatles. In the fall of 1978, Douglas and his
colleague Jerry Granelli started a year-round music program at Naropa Institute, first offering a
one-year certificate program which became a B.A. program in 1981.39
Unlike at CalArts, Naropa students were not trained musicians, so Douglas developed a
new way of teaching. Douglas taught Musicianship I-IV, a music theory and aural skills class.
Classes would begin with the rhythmic exercises and rock etudes that Douglas had developed at
CalArts. Douglas described the objective for his rhythmic exercises in his 2005 International
Double Reed Society masterclass, saying, “in all these exercises, we’re just trying to develop a
relaxed presence on the needlepoint of nowness with synchronized body and mind.”40 These
experiential rhythmic activities embraced the oral tradition of teaching music, rather than relying
only on the written page, and included rhythms from Brazil, Cuba, Africa, jazz, rock, and
Stravinsky.41 The classes did not completely eschew notation, though. Students also practiced

Bill Douglas, For Love of Music (https://billdouglasmusic.files.wordpress.com/2019/07/forlove-of-music-abridged-1.pdf, 2019), 32.
40
Bill Douglas, “New Approaches to Learning and Teaching Rhythm,” International Double
Reed Society 34th Annual conference, (conference presentation, Austin, TX, June 7, 2005).
41
Ronald Klimko, “An Interview with Bill Douglas: February 6, 1991, in Boulder, Colorado,”
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rhythmic dictation because Douglas wanted them to be able to immediately write down whatever
rhythms came to their minds.
Douglas taught sight singing with numbers for scale degrees, and would have students
sing familiar tunes, naming the scale degree of each note. He played chord progressions of
familiar songs and would have the students identify the chords. “I wanted the students to be able
to hear and feel everything that we learned in music theory, so that the theory wasn’t abstract but
was integrated into their musical consciousness.”42 Douglas also made “play along tapes” for his
students. On one such tape, every piece used only one scale, so that the students could more
easily play along with the music. Another tape was examples of great singing, ranging from
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau to Jaco Pastorious, bassist of the band Weather Report, an example of
great instrumental singing.
For a 1991 interview for The Double Reed, Ronald Klimko attended one of Douglas’s
Musicianship classes at Naropa. He compared Douglas’s teaching style to those of Karl Orff and
Zolton Kodaly, in that everything is integrated with a focus towards rhythm. Douglas explained
that he believes strongly in the oral tradition, the way they teach music in other world cultures.
He created an experiential class with music from all over the world. He introduced rhythms from
jazz, rock, Stravinsky, Brazilian music, and African music, and used ear training examples from
Indian music, Chinese music, and the Western tradition.43
See Appendix C for syllabi for Musicianship III and IV.
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Douglas taught a History of Music course at Naropa, which he intended to increase the
students’ appreciation of classical music, jazz, and world music. While the class focused on the
history of western classical music and jazz, Douglas presented music from many countries from
around the world, including Africa, Tibet, India, Bulgaria, and Japan. The midterm and final
exams incorporated listening tests where students identified excerpts from the eight cassettes
(later CDs) Douglas compiled for the class. In each class, he included a section featuring a great
woman musician, including Hildegard von Bingen, Joni Mitchell, Sarah Vaughan, Nadia
Boulanger, and many more.44
Douglas also taught a Developing Performance Skills class in which the students
performed music from all styles. They would begin each class with a group improvisation on a
scale or Indian raga, and then play pieces Douglas had arranged for the ensemble, sometimes
classical pieces, but more often Douglas originals or jazz standards. Each student performed
solos for the class as practice performance to work on nervousness. Douglas applies his Buddhist
meditation practice to nervousness, encouraging students to move from now to fresh now so that
nervous thoughts can’t embed in the mind. He also recommends orienting oneself to the wellbeing of others and think, “may the audience members be helped and have their lives enriched by
this music.”45
“If you were to walk around the Naropa campus at about 6.00 pm on a Monday or
Wednesday night, you might pick up the strains of a Bach chorale, followed suddenly by
a group of African pygmies chanting to complex drum patterns. After a few minutes
more, a wild cathartic Coltrane sax solo might writhe down the hall, followed perhaps by
a song from the new ‘Police’ album. Indeed, you might wonder what type of place you
were in, and what exactly was going on there.
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If your curiosity got the best of you, you could follow your ear to the music room, there
to see a happily laid-back little man leading a whole classroom of people in some of the
most funkily grooved scat licks you will ever hear anywhere. If you haven’t guessed
already, the class is Basic Musicianship and the little man is Bill Douglas.
To study music with Bill is wonderful. In classes he is always warm, jovial, and
extremely keen and perky. His patience with students is immense. He will explain things
over and over until he feels the majority of the class has a good feeling for whatever he is
presenting. Somehow he manages to lead the less accomplished along, while still
challenging the more advanced. But, as one of his students, I can tell he loves what he is
doing and really wants nothing more than for us to connect with this beautiful world of
sound, to explore and to create along with him.”46
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Bill Douglas, For Love of Music (https://billdouglasmusic.files.wordpress.com/2019/07/forlove-of-music-abridged-1.pdf, 2019), 32-33.
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V.

CONCLUSION
Bill Douglas is an incredibly talented and charismatic individual. As Ronald Klimko

wrote in his review of Jewel Lake, “Bill Douglas seems to move from one career to another,
from classical bassoonist to jazz pianist to world music composer, with such ease that one can
only admire if not emulate the scope of his talent.”47 In addition to his vast contributions to the
contemporary bassoon repertoire, his rhythmic exercises and teaching philosophies can enrich
the 21st century music classroom and bassoon studio. His bassoon teaching is notable for
transcending the idiosyncrasies of the instrument and focusing on expression over technique,
validated by the success of his bassoon students from his brief time at CalArts. Douglas
continues to leave a profound impact on students and colleagues as he shares his love of music
with the world.
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APPENDIX A: UNPUBLISHED BASSOON MUSIC

Vajra (1976), scan from Bill Douglas.
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Rock Etude #10 (1976), scan from the collection of Steven Braunstein.
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Rock Etude #10 (1976), page 2, scan from the collection of Steven Braunstein.
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Tower (1976), scan from the collection of Steven Braunstein.
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2 Solo Pieces for Bassoon (1972), scan from Bill Douglas.
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2 Solo Pieces for Bassoon (1972), scan from Bill Douglas.
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APPENDIX B: BOULDER BASSOON BAND MEMORABILIA

Boulder Bassoon Band, 1985 International Double Reed Society Performance, Imig Music
Building48
Left to Right: Steve Braunstein, John Steinmetz, Jim Cochrane, Dan Young, Bill Douglas, Bruce
Orr
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Scan from the collection of Dan Young, e-mail to message author, June 18, 2020
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Boulder Bassoon Band, late 70s, Chautauqua Park49
Left to Right: Dan Young, Cynde Iverson, Bill Douglas, Bruce Orr, Kent Townsend
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Scan from the collection of Dan Young, e-mail to message author, June 18, 2020
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Members of the Boulder Bassoon Band before performing on local TV50
Left to Right: Bill Douglas, Dan Young, Kent Townsend
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Scan from the collection of Dan Young, e-mail to message author, June 18, 2020
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Program from a Boulder Bassoon Band Concert at the Denver Botanic Gardens, 198751
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Scan from the collection of Dan Young, e-mail to message author, June 18, 2020
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Program from a Boulder Bassoon Band Concert at the Denver Botanic Gardens, 1987, page 2
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Advertisement for the Boulder Bassoon Band Greatest Hits cassette, The Double Reed, 198752
52

“Advertisements,” The Double Reed 9, no. 2, 1986, 59.
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Philip Gottling, review of The Boulder Bassoon Bands Greatest Hits in The Double Reed, Fall 198653

Philip Gottling, “Review: The Boulder Bassoon Band’s Greatest Hits,” The Double Reed 9,
no. 2, 1986, 59.
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Contents, Bassoon Band’s Greatest Hits, scan from Bill Douglas
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APPENDIX C: SYLLABI FROM NAROPA UNIVERSITY CLASSES
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